Babies Having Babies: Girls Interrupted (Teen Survival Series Book 2)

Unlike centuries earlier, girls are no longer
shackled to oppressive customs that
subjugate them to being baby-makers and
maids, with no other options. Ironically,
now that women and girls are not subject to
demeaning dispositions, they now oppress
themselves by their own thinking and
actions. Young girls are not forced to
follow some weird tradition by having to
marry and have kids at 12 and 13 years old.
Today, young girls engage in sexual acts
out of misplaced ideas of love, which they
dont understand. They become pregnant as
a side-effect of their confusion.
Babies
Having Babies is not a judgemental
observation, but an attempt to diagnose and
heal emotional pains that causes the urge to
look for love in all the wrong places.
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